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This policy is written in collaboration with the CLLE Team. This policy will be reviewed annually to ensure
analysis of resource allocation and high quality systems of student support.

School Statement
At Keystone Academy special education provision means education, which is additional
to, or otherwise different from, the educational provision made generally for children of
their age in the school. This policy ensures that curriculum planning and assessment for
students with special educational needs takes into account the type and extent of the
needs experienced by the student. This policy is for all members of the school
community. It is written to ensure that all are aware of the principles underlying
identification and provision for the full spectrum of student needs.

Inclusion and School Mission
Inclusive education brings all students together in one classroom and community, as far
as possible regardless of their strengths or weaknesses in any area, and seeks to maximize
the potential of all students.
Inclusion is an effort to try to make sure that diverse learners – those with diagnosed
disabilities, different languages and cultures, different homes and family lives, different
interests and ways of learning – are exposed to teaching strategies that reach them as
individual learners.
Keystone Academy is a new model of education in China. It’s mission to blend traditions
in Eastern, Western and International education provides the basis of inclusivity.
Keystone’s statement that we learn from and for a global community shows commitment
to recognize all students in our school as contributing members of the community. Our
second keystone, building character and community in a residential setting, promotes
inclusion in the community of the school.
Keystone’s philosophy on inclusion is reflected in the Covenant of Shared Values. It is a
commitment to each other and the community to:
REN Treat others with respect, compassion and dignity, value inclusivity and respect
cultural differences.
YI Uphold justice and equity and take a lead in defending the rights of others.
LI Bring honor to self, family and the good name of the Academy in all I do.
ZHI Commit to the pursuit of knowledge and have the wisdom to seek guidance.
XIN Be honest in all matters and encourage others to do the same.
Keystone promotes the IB Learner Profile as a guideline for inclusion. IB learners strive
to be principled, open minded and caring and to show compassion towards the needs and
feelings of others. It is a shared culture based on positive attitudes towards welcoming a
diversity of learners. Keystone also recognizes the Western Association of Schools and
Colleges (WASC) student learner outcomes. More specifically, the principles that
promote inclusiveness such as Integrity & Diligence, Global Perspectives, and
Community & Collaboration are frameworks that support inclusive practices.
Each member of the Keystone Academy community — parents, students, teachers and
support staff — is expected to act in ways that show respect, compassion and
consideration for others, and to provide a safe and healthy learning environment for all.
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The promotion of inclusion includes all members of the community.

The main goals of this policy are:
• To follow the national and local laws regarding Special Education;
• To create a welcoming environment for the education needs of each student;
• To ensure that the special needs of students are identified early, assessed as necessary
and provided for.
• To clarify expectations of families, faculty, administration, and students;
• To identify faculty role and responsibilities;
• To enable all students to have full access to all elements of the school curriculum and
assessment policy. Faculty, staff and administration acknowledge that:
• Students have different educational and learning needs, abilities, profile and
aspirations;
• Differentiation and scaffolding promote effective learning;
• Students gain knowledge and skills at different rates through different means;
• Students are all capable and unique;
• Students are lifelong learners;
• The school is welcoming of all students
School’s Admission of Students with Special Education Needs
All students applying to Keystone Academy are required to complete the same
application requirements and admission assessments. The majority of students admitted
to the school are not identified as having special education needs. Because we are
admitting very young students, however, some needs may emerge over time as students
engage our academic expectations. Students who have been identified with special needs
during admission, or who have an Individualized Education Plan from a prior school, will
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be allowed appropriate accommodations on admission assessments. Admission
communicates with each division about students with special needs to confirm the
school’s ability to accommodate and support them before accepting these students into
the school.
Keystone follows the SEN policy framework for identifying special needs, and
developing accommodations and adjustments for students, after they have enrolled.

IDENTIFICATION, ASSESSMENT AND PROVISION
The Center for Learning, Language and Enrichment is a six-member team of support
staff. Currently we have two academic support teachers, one counselor for the primary
school, and three language support teachers for the primary school. As our student
population increases our need for support will change and grow over time.
The CLLE reviews referrals, develops academic support plans, coordinates
accommodations, provides ongoing case management, and serves as liaison between
outside professionals and the School, and between families and teachers. The CLLE also
serves as a resource for teachers in developing research based classroom strategies that
promote student success.
The CLLE is in the process of developing a graduated response to meet the special
education needs that require the initial use of classroom and school resources before
referring the student to a specialist or to encourage the parents to have their child tested
by a psychologist for Special Education Needs identification.
DEFINITION OF SPECIAL EDUCATION NEEDS
A student has special educational needs if she/he:
• Has a significantly greater difficulty in learning than the majority of the students of the
same age/class; or
• Has a diagnosed disability which prevents or hinders the student from making use of an
educational facility of a kind generally provided for students of the same age
within the school; or
• Has a documented disability which prevents or hinders the student from learning or
performing compared to students of the same age within the school.
• A student must not be regarded as having a learning difficulty solely because the
language spoken at the home is different from the language of the school.
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Identification of a student with a Special Education Need must be done by a licensed
psychologist. At the present time, Keystone does not employ a licensed psychologist for
assessment. The CLLE team will work with parents to help guide them through the
process of Special Education Needs assessment but ultimately it is the parents’
responsibility. It is the parents’ choice if they want to share the results of the assessment
with the school.
The CLLE Team along with parents and teachers will coordinate and take part in the
Individualized Education Plan and help facilitate the provisions for reasonable
accommodations made within the plan. A copy of the IEP will be shared with the parents
and teachers involved in the plan.

Confidentiality
Copies of the IEP, assessment data, and referrals will be kept in a confidential file. The
case manager assigned to the student will keep the file in their office. Those having
access to the file in addition to the case manager are the parents, Divisions Heads of
school and the academic coordinators: IPC, MYP and DP.

IB and SEN
Students, who are identified as having special needs are encouraged to participate fully in
all academic programs, including the IB/MYP and Diploma Programme, provided they
meet the prerequisite criteria identified for each course. Keystone’s inclusive approach is
to meet the needs of the students in their classrooms rather than pulling them out of their
peer environment, however necessary partial pullout may be considered based on student
need.
The IB and Keystone believe that all students should be allowed to demonstrate their
ability in assessments under conditions that are as fair as possible. The IB Coordinators
work with the CLLE team to identify those students who have an Individual Education
Plan in place. Teachers of Keystone students who have an IEP are given a copy of the
plan and are required to make the accommodations listed in the plan.
The IB Coordinators will inform the IB using the appropriate procedures and providing
the necessary documentation of the special needs of students requiring assessment
arrangements. Once the IB Coordinator learns of the decision of the IB, the student,
parents, and teachers involved will be informed.
Assessment arrangements are based on a candidate’s current assessment access
requirements, are individual and require supporting documentation. At the discretion of
the coordinator the following arrangements are permitted in examinations without prior
authorization from the IB Assessment Centre.
1. A candidate is permitted to take an examination in a separate room.
2. The coordinator may arrange for appropriate seating.
3. An assistant, if necessary a nurse, may be in attendance.
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4. A candidate who normally uses an aid (hearing aid, for example) is allowed to use
the aid.
5. A candidate with a hearing condition may receive instructions from a
communicator.
6. If a candidate has difficulties in reading or attention, test directions may be
clarified.
7. Magnifying devices to enlarge print may be used by candidates with vision issues.
8. For a candidate with colour blindness, the coordinator is permitted to name
colours in an examination paper
9. A candidate who is hypersensitive to sound is permitted the use of noise buffers
such as headsets, earplugs, and acoustic screens
10. A candidate may be permitted rest breaks if required to do so due to medical,
physical, psychological conditions.
11. A candidate may be permitted to use a prompter due to attention issues.
12. At the discretion of the coordinator, a candidate may be given additional time to
complete assignments during the two year programme without authorization from
the IB. However, if an extension to the deadline for the submission of work for
assessment is required the coordinator must contact IB Assessment centre for
possible authorization (see 12 below)
The inclusive assessment arrangements listed below require authorization from the IB
Assessment Centre. These are just the main headings and there are qualifying
requirements for each arrangement.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Examination in Braille
Changes to print
Printing on coloured paper
Modifications to visual complexity
Modifications to the language of the examination
Access to additional time (certain amounts and specified subjects)
Access to writing arrangements (computers/word processors/spell check/speech
recognition software/scribes/transcriptions)
8. Access to reading arrangements (reader/reading software)
9. Access to speech and communication (communicators/augmentative device)
10. Access to calculators
11. Practical assistance (physical/sensory/medical)
12. Access to extensions and exemptions-this requires evidence of medical or
psychological challenge that has prevented them from completing the work in
time.
The IB Coordinators will inform the IBO using the appropriate procedures and providing
the necessary documentation of the special needs of students requiring assessment
arrangements. Once the IB Coordinator learns of the decision of the IB, the student,
parents, and teachers involved will be informed.
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Parent Expectation and Communication
Parents of Keystone students are encouraged to share information regarding any special
needs on behalf of their child during the admission process. Communication and
collaboration between parents and Keystone staff is the best way to ensure student
success in our academic program.
Currently all students (grades 3 and up) are assessed using the Measures of Academic
Progress. The Universal Nonverbal Intelligence Test (UNIT) can be used to assess
individual students who are referred to the Student Support Team. The Brigance
Assessment of BASIC skills and the WRAT are being considered as screening tools.
Resources:
IB Guide to Inclusive Education: a resource for whole school development
Meeting Student Learning Diversity in the Classroom, IBO, May 2013
Candidates With Assessment Access Requirements, updated, July 2014
Learning Diversity in the IB Programmes: Special Education needs within the IB
Programmes, August 2010
Bishop Amat High School IB SEN Policy, March 2013
Keystone IB Diploma Curriculum Handbook 2016-2018, November 2015
Keystone SEN Policy DRAFT-Juan Chen 2014
European Agency for Development in Special Needs Education, 2009. Key Principles for
Promoting Quality in Inclusive Education – Recommendations for Policy Makers,
Odense, Denmark: European Agency for Development in Special Needs Education
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Referral Flow Chart Process

Teacher(s)/Parent(s)
raises concerns

Contact Advisory Teacher

Contact Parents

Completed Referral Form to Dean of
Students

CLLE accepts referral

Observation
Assessment

Discuss with
teacher(s) for a
plan of support

Intervention

In-class Support：
Teacher

In-class Support：
CLLE

Evaluation

Ineffective
Adjust the plan

Effective

Out-class Support：
CLLE
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Referral Form
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Data Collection Form

CONFIDENTIAL
School Data Collection Form

Student’s Name

_________________________

Referring Teacher’s Name

Student’s Grade

师 _________________

Date

级 __________

_____________

I. Please check your greatest area(s) of concern 请在你最关注的方面旁打勾

___________Overall Ability
___________Attendance
___________Cognition 认
_______Comprehension
_______Math
_______Language 语
______Chinese Language Level

语

______English Language Level 语语 水平
_____________Developmental 发育
_____________Health
_____________Hearing
_____________Speech 语
_____________Vision 视力
_____________Sports 动/P.E.

______________Emotional Well-being 情感健康状态
______________Behavior 为
_______________Social Skills
_______________Attention/Focus
_______________Attitude 态
_______________Motivation 动

积

_______________Executive Function 执
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___________Work Habits 动习惯
___________Class Participation 课
___________Organization
___________Study Skills 习
___________In-Class Task 课

务

___________Homework 业

________________Home
________________Others
Any additional information 任何其他信息:
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
II. Interventions Attempted 应对需要关注的方面已尝试的干预
A. Consultation With Parent/Guardian 询学生 长 监护
说

List Parents’/Guardians’ attempts to address this concern.

长 监护 应对 虑

努力

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Please check the strategies you have used for this student. 请

针对该

尝试

Behavior Accommodations Implemented 针对 为问题， 做 调
______123Magic 123
______One-to-one processing 对
______Post-it/cue card reminder

导
贴或卡片

______Allow movement 许 动
轻

______Ignore mild inappropriate behavior

为

______Praise appropriate behaviors immediately 时表扬恰当行为
______Reward positive behaviors (reward system) 奖励好行为（奖励制度）
______Use role models (peer mentors)
______Review rules and expectations 顾

样
纪

龄

导

对
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______Other
Please specify here: 请

说

______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Academic Accommodations Implemented 针对 习

做 调

_____Preferential Seating 调
_____Notes Home 给 长
_____Simplify directions 简 讲

说

_____Differentiate teaching content & strategies 针对学生个体情况，在教学内容和教学策略
上做出的个别化教学
_____Read test to student 试时
_____Shorten assignments 缩

题读给学生听

业量

_____One-on-one/small group 对

导

组

_____Allow extra time to complete assignments 给
_____Pair with another learner 针对

时间

业

对

_____Other
Please specify here 请

说 :

______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Please attach samples of student’s work and submit this report to one of the members of the
Student Support Team 请

业实

给

团队.

Primary School
Shasha Huang-codirector and counselor
Juan Chen- Academic Support
Michael Wang- Language Support Foundations-Grade 1
Aaron Jia-Language Support- Grades 2-3
Hui Zhang-Grades 4-5
Secondary School
Catherine Powell-Academic Support Grades 6-11
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Current CLLE Support Team 2016-2016
Shasha Huang
Co-Director CLLE
Counselor Grades F-5
Office: 1445
Email: shasha.huang@keystoneacademy.cn
Catherine Powell
Co-Director CLLE
Learning Support Grades 6-11
Office: 1443
Email: catherine.powell@keystoneacademy.cn
Juan Chen
Learning Support Teacher Grades F-5
Office 1443
Email: juan.chen@keystoneacademy.cn
Michael Wang
Language Support Teacher Grade F-1
Office: 1430
Email: michael.wang@keystoneacademy.cn
Aaron Jia
Language Support Teacher Grades 2-3
Office: 1430
Email: aaron.jia@keystoneacademy.cn
Hui Zhang
Language Support Teacher Grades 4-5
Office: 1430
Email: hui.zhang@keystoneacademy.cn
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